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The Month of November started with a with much enthusiasm as students  
displayed their  visual and graphics art skills with intersting facts and in-
formation from various components of Social sciences- Histo-
ry ,Geography, Political democractics and values in the  soft boards along 
the corridors of AJI stream  for students to learn during the Social science 
Month. 

Students using their creative skills displayed a wide range of Social topics 

for the Secondary phase .The topics are listed below. 

Be kind to one Another,Geo Facts that will blow your mind, 

Constitutional Word Wall,Sustainable Development Goals 

,Timeline of Indo- UAE Relations , Students’prespectives of AJ,  

The famous failures. Diversity,The Local Community, 

Unlock the History Mystery,Explore the way around the World 

We are Learning and growing together: I Assume responsibility for my 

own Good 

These Bulletin boards were visually ap-
pealing interactive As these information 
and Facts were asked as questions during 
the Break time Spot prize Quiz. 

 

 

      

 Student’s actively displaying the visual and graphic art skills. 
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https://www.facebook.com/ajschool.indiansystem
https://www.instagram.com/alainjuniorsschool/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdix1_WsAux52hetGgz3vdQ
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Interesting Quiz sessions were conducted for the Grades 7th to 12th during the break times. It was a way to 

demonstrate that quizzes are interactive platforms where students are not participating to take home a prize, 

but to gain knowledge, seek opportunities to excel beyond academics and secure their future. 

It was a way to exhibit how the learning of social science can be enjoyable, exploratory and enabled the stu-

dents to think critically and apply what they have learned so far. The success of the month marked to show 

how Social Studies can help in raising the awareness of students about issues related to their daily lives as 

well as the vast diversity of the world. It is important that today’s child must embrace this diversity so as to 

make this world a better place to live in  
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9TH AL AIN JUNIORS MODEL UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE 
2022-23 

 

The 9th session of the Al Ain Juniors Model United Nations Conference was held on Saturday, 26th 

November 2022. 

It was an onsite event held on the Al Ain Juniors School campus after a two-year gap of only online 

events. AJMUN brought together more than 60 students in Sustainable Development Goal com-

mittees- UN Human Settlements Programme and UN Women. It covered topics such as Improving 

the Sustainability and Living Standards of our Cities and Improving Women’s access to Education 

Worldwide. 

The event was preceded by a number of mock sessions, in which the participants were informed 

about their field of research, and the official procedures of the Model United Nations (MUN). Each 

delegate was assigned a nation and grouped into a delegation of up to two members. Delegates 

spent hours during these mock preparation sessions, interacting with other nations based on their 

knowledge and research, caucusing and working together before putting their decisions to vote. The 

committees were chaired by Ms. Riyah Asif Gani and Ms. Rayan Jamali, two very proactive and effi-

cient students who had been a part of the AJMUN in the past. 

The opening ceremony started off with an address by the Vice Principal, Mrs. Humera Sharief, who 

encouraged and motivated the delegates, followed by an address by the AJMUN Co-ordinator Mrs. 

Latha James who wished the delegates a stimulating MUN session. A brief introduction to Model 

United Nations was presented by the two Chairs. The AJMUN Conference was then declared open 

by the Secretary-General Ms. Soumya Ray. 
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UAE National Flag Day was celebrated this year with the Flag hoisting Ceremony at 11 am ,with the whole 

school both AJB and AJI standing  in attention as the National Anthem was being played while the Princi-

pal of Alain juniors hoisted the UAE Flag . 

In Classroom after discussion of the significance of UAE Flag and it’s colours, teachers gave activity to stu-

dents ,to create a poster on the timeline  of the UAE Flag. Students enthusiastically participated and submit-

ted their task on time. 

UAE-NATIONAL FLAG DAY  

Student’s engaged increasing posters 

on the timeline of UAE Flag 
STUDENT ENGROSSED IN THE TASK. 



International Tolerance Day  

AJ celebrated International tolerance Day with a series of activities throughout the week. 

Students with their teachers planned out activities in order to increase self-awareness about tolerance and 

curb the ever increasing intolerance level in our Society. 

Students at AJ have done various classroom activities during Zero hour. 

Day- 1, students of Grade 7 and 8 wrote Slogans spreading awareness on Be kind towards each other in the 

society. Students of Grade 9 shared their tolerance meter, sharing and spreading awareness on topics and 

situation towards which one should show tolerance the most. 

Day- 2, Grade 7and 8 did LETTER BOX ACTIVITY Students make friendship cards and post in the letter 

box placed in the class and on Thursday it will be collected and distributed by the class teacher with help of 

post girl and boy. 

Students of Grade 9, came up with the idea of Importance of Giving and Relating in your life for Happiness. 

Day- 3, Students of Grade 7and 8 made POSTERS BY USING USED MATERIAL on topic BE KIND to 

the EARTH and PEOPLE. 

Grade 9 students gave fine contribution towards understanding the significance of APPRECIATING DIF-

FERENCES and RESILIENCE in our lives. 

Kindness in Action 

The activity continued throughout the week at the end of which to declare solidarity toward our support 

staff, students have shared their token of love and appreciation in the form of collection of grocery and 

household itemss that were collected throughout the week. 

Appreciating Differences Staff  

Our teachers who, STRONGLY BELIEVE THAT if we want to make the world a more understanding 

place, we need to start from school have showed it in action by  exchanging gifts and thoughts with each 

other and expressing their appreciation and gratitude. 

Tolerance week Celebration culimates  with Release of Baloons. 

Finally the week was concluded by releasing balloons in the air to raise awareness of practicing more toler-

ance in our communities and world at large to make it a better place. 


